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Temperature modeling of laser-irradiated azo-polymer thin films
Kevin G. Yager and Christopher J. Barretta)

Department of Chemistry and Centre for the Physics of Materials, McGill University, Montre´al,
Québec H3A 2K6, Canada

~Received 8 July 2003; accepted 14 October 2003!

Azobenzene polymer thin films exhibit reversible surface mass transport when irradiated with a light
intensity and/or polarization gradient, although the exact mechanism remains unknown. In order to
address the role of thermal effects in the surface relief grating formation process peculiar to azo
polymers, a cellular automaton simulation was developed to model heat flow in thin films
undergoing laser irradiation. Typical irradiation intensities of 50 mW/cm2 resulted in film
temperature rises on the order of 5 K, confirmed experimentally. The temperature gradient between
the light maxima and minima was found, however, to stabilize at only 1024 K within 2 ms. These
results indicate that thermal effects play a negligible role during inscription, for films of any
thickness. Experiments monitoring surface relief grating formation on substrates of different thermal
conductivity confirm that inscription is insensitive to film temperature. Further simulations suggest
that high-intensity pulsed irradiation leads to destructive temperatures and sample ablation, not to
reversible optical mass transport. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thin films of polymers containing azobenzene ch
mophores~azo polymers! have been investigated for over 2
yr as nonlinear optical materials, for liquid crystal alignme
and as photoswitchable materials.1 In 1995, it was observed
that the free surface of azobenzene–polymer films could
induced to exhibit surface mass transport if exposed t
light intensity and/or polarization gradient.2,3 The size scale
for this process, which essentially encodes the incoming l
modulation pattern into a surface relief pattern, is determi
by the geometry and the wavelength of light. A typical i
scription setup, shown in Fig. 1~a!, involves interfering two
coherent laser beams at the sample surface. The sinus
variation of light results in a sinusoidal surface relief grati
~SRG! on the sample free surface, as confirmed by ato
force microscopy@Fig. 1~b!#. The peak-to-peak spacing
typically on the order of hundreds of nanometers, and pe
to-valley amplitudes of hundreds of nanometers are rea
obtained with modest irradiation intensities~,50 mW/cm2!.
This unusual material transport occurs in minutes, and
room temperature, which is well below the bulk glas
to-rubber transition temperature (Tg) for these polymers.
The optical inscription is fully reversible, as a flat film o
the original thickness is recovered upon heating aboveTg .
Reviews of the many interesting results are available.4,5 The
process critically requires a polymer containing azobenz
moieties. Azobenzene and its derivatives undergo phot
duced isomerization betweentrans andcis geometries when
exposed to light at an absorbing wavelength~Fig. 2!. Cycling
of chromophores between these isomers appears to b
quired for the mass transport phenomenon, although the

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
chris.barrett@mcgill.ca
1080021-9606/2004/120(2)/1089/8/$22.00
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act role of isomerization is not yet clear. The grating amp
tude scales with the net exposure energy up to a satura
point, and therefore scales with irradiation power and tim6

The SRG is phase shifted with respect to the incident li
pattern, with light intensity maxima corresponding to surfa
relief minima.7 The grating amplitude depends strongly o
the polarization combination used in the writing beams, a
it has been observed that even a pure polarization pattern
lead to SRG formation.8 Mechanisms proposed to explain th
mass transport include: isomerization pressure,9 gradient
electric forces,10 asymmetric diffusion,11 mean-field forces,12

and permittivity gradients.13 In addition to these mecha
nisms, the inherent fluid dynamics have been modeled,14–16

yet the exact nature of the driving force remains unresolv
Over the course of mechanism investigation, it has g

erally been assumed that thermal effects do not play a
nificant role in the inscription process, since inscription
known to depend on the light polarization, yet a purely th
mal mechanism would be sensitive only to light intensity.
has recently been suggested, however, that thermal grad
might be responsible for SRG inscription using puls
irradiation,17,18 and it may also be that sample heating
assisting the cw photoinduced mass transport phenome
It is therefore of interest to consider quantitatively what
fect, if any, thermal gradients may have in pulsed and c
tinuous irradiation experiments. These thermal gradie
would be created due to the inhomogeneous illumination
the sample surface, but their magnitude and persistence
would be expected to depend strongly on material para
eters, geometry, and size scale. In an effort to understand
role of thermal gradients in the SRG inscription process,
created a straightforward cellular automaton simulation, a
used it to predict the temperature gradients for typical
scription conditions. These predictions indicate that therm
gradients are negligible for typical modest irradiations, a
il:
9 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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that pulsed irradiations are likely causing destructive sam
ablation, and not mass transport. We also present the re
of our experimental investigation of SRG formation on su
strates of markedly different thermal conductivity~plastic
and air!, which confirm that the grating mechanism is inse
sitive to film steady-state temperature. The model prese
is general, and should allow estimation of temperature ris
a variety of different experiments and geometries.

II. METHODS

A. Simulation procedure

In order to simulate heat flow in the hundreds of nano
eters regime, a rectangular grid of cubic cellular autom

FIG. 1. ~a! Typical experimental setup for inscription of surface relief gr
ings. A 488 nm laser beam is reflected upon itself to generate an interfer
pattern at the film surface. The resulting diffraction is monitored with a l
power HeNe beam~633 nm!. ~b! AFM image of the resulting surface relie
grating. The spacing is determined by the angleu and the wavelength of
light. The grating amplitude depends on many parameters, including
intensity and polarization.

FIG. 2. Azobenzene chromophores isomerize from thetrans to thecis state
under irradiation at an absorbing wavelength. The molecule will then t
mally relax back to the more stabletrans state, or this reconversion can b
induced photochemically. Depicted above is poly~disperse red 1 acrylate!.
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was implemented, where diffusive heat energy transfer fr
cells to nearest neighbors is calculated using the Fourier

J~y,z,t !52kS ]T~y,z,t !

]y D2kS ]T~y,z,t !

]z D , ~1!

whereJ(y,z,t) is the rate of heat flow at position~y,z! and
time t, T(y,z,t) is the temperature, andk is the thermal
conductivity ~a material property!. The validity of this law
for short time and distance scales, with minor deviatio
from bulk thermal conductivity, has been verifie
experimentally.19 The typical SRG inscription experimen
can be completely simulated using a two-dimensional s
of material, as shown in Fig. 3. In general, the thin azo fi
has a free surface~with air above it!, and a substrate~such as
a glass slide!. Approximate bulk material properties for th
three layers are shown in Table I.

The optical field is simulated inside the azobenzene fi
only, with a Beer–Lambert exponential decrease of light
tensity in thez direction, and a sinusoidal light variation i
the y direction. The left and right hand sides are couple
forming periodic boundary conditions in they direction,
which correctly describes the periodic oscillation of the lig
field at the sample surface. The width of the simulation w
set to 700 nm, which is approximately the periodicity o
tained with 488 nm light interfering at 20°. Simulation in th
x direction is not necessary, since no parameters vary a
that axis. The top and bottom edges of the simulation re
angle were treated as perfect heat sinks, meaning that
thermal energy in excess of ambient reaching these cells
eliminated. The presence of these heat sinks creates an
fact for any finite simulation size, but as will be discuss
later, the results can be interpreted in a way that does
depend on this effect. The results presented here used a
tical simulation size of 10mm.

Each cell is defined by material properties, specifica
thermal conductivity, heat capacity, and extinction coefficie
~zero except for the azo film!; and by simulation variables
specifically the heat content and temperature at a given t
step. The simulation algorithm consists of, on each time s
~1! augmenting the heat energy content of each azobenz
film cell, based on the calculated light energy absorbed
that cell; ~2! calculating the cell temperatures, based up
their current heat content and heat capacity;~3! redistributing
energy between nearest neighbors, based on the therma
parity between the cells and the Fourier law; and~4! resetting
the upper and lower boundaries to zero excess heat con
It was found that the simulation results were essentially id
tical, regardless of the exact choice of cell size and time s
duration, so long as these are sufficiently small. For the tw
dimensional~2D! simulations presented here, the cells a
cubes 10 nm on a side, and the time step is 10212 s, which
were determined to be sufficiently small to avoid resoluti
artifacts. For long simulation times, a simplified on
dimensional~1D! array of cubic cells was instead used, wi
cell sizes of 100 nm and a timestep of 10210 s. The 1D
results shown here were obtained with a 200mm linear array.
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FIG. 3. ~Color! Two-dimensional simulation setup. A rectangular simulation region, with periodic boundary conditions, describes a representative s
the azobenzene film. The heat flow calculations predict periodic temperature profiles, as a result of the periodic light pattern at the sample suhe
temperature map shown is the output from a 2D simulation of a 200 nm film, after 1027 s of irradiation with 50 mW/cm2.
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B. Thin film irradiation

The low molecular weight azobenzene polymer, po
~disperse red 1 acrylate! ~PDR1A!, was synthesized as de
scribed previously.20 Thin films of PDR1A were spin coate
from filtered solutions~;0.1 mol/L repeat unit concentra
tion! onto freshly cleaved mica~800 rpm for 35 s, accelera
tion 1680 rpm/s!. The thin film was then floated off onto
water surface, and picked up onto a plastic substrate with
array of 1.5 mm diam holes. Portions of the thin film su
pended over the holes are thereby freestanding, and ex
ence an air substrate. The entire film was exposed for
hour to an interference pattern (u520°) from the 488 nm
line of an Ar1 ion laser~Innova 308, Coherent!. The beam
was circularly polarized, and the power at the sample surf
was 10 mW/cm2. The resulting SRG, in the areas over t
plastic substrate, and over the air substrate, were investig
using atomic force microscopy~BioScope, Digital Instru-
ments!. For comparison, a commercially available series
liquid crystal films that exhibit visible color transitions a
various temperatures were irradiated with the same laser
tem.

TABLE I. Simulation parameters.

Substance

Heat
capacity

C
~J/Km3!

Thermal
conductivity

k
~W/mK!

Thermal
diffusivity

a
~m2/s!

Extinction
coefficient

«488 nm

~mm21!

Air 1300 0.026 2.331025 0
Azo 1.603106 0.17 1.131027 5.30
Glass 1.563106 0.80 5.131027 0
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The 2D simulation procedure is inherently limited b
available computational power. Thus, to simulate further
the z direction and time, it is necessary to simplify the sy
tem somewhat. As will be discussed later, it was found t
beyond 1025 s, the heat profile in they direction had become
stabilized. For long simulations, therefore, a simplified 1
array of cells was used. Although the 1D simulation allo
access to longer distances and times than the 2D simula
it is also limited by finite-size artifacts. The simulation r
sults can be compared~at least within order of magnitude! to
the analytical result obtained by considering an infinite pla
heating a semi-infinite material. For a constant heating r
of w0 , the temperature profile is21

T~z,t !5Ti1
2w0

k
~at !1/2F 1

Ap
e2j2

1j erf~j!2jG , ~2!

where erf is the error function,Ti is the initial temperature of
the system,a[k/C is the thermal diffusivity, whereC is the
heat capacity, and

j5
z

2Aat
. ~3!

Of specific interest is the temperature of the plane its
which is

T~0,t !5Ti1
2w0

k
Aa

p
t1/2. ~4!

The analytical solution therefore predicts that the tempe
ture of the thin film should rise ast1/2.

The temperatures that will be discussed henceforth
excess temperatures, relative to ambient, since the Fo
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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equation is invariant under uniform temperature offsets. F
ure 4 shows a typical simulation output, in this case for a 2
nm azo thin film on a glass substrate, irradiated with
mW/cm2 of light. The quantities plotted are the temperatu
of the hottest cell in the azo film, the temperature of t
coldest cell, the simple average of all the azo cells, and
difference between the hottest and coldest cells. This t
perature difference was invariably found to correspond to
difference between the maximum and minimum of the lig
irradiation pattern. Any mechanism attempting to expla
SRG formation on thermal grounds would presumably
sensitive only to this temperature difference. As can be s
in Fig. 4, the overall temperature of the film continues to r
long after the temperature difference has stabilized. One
approximate a characteristic distance for heat diffusion
time t usingAat. Using this relation, one would expect he
flow over a distance of 700 nm to stabilize after;5 ms, in
agreement with the simulation results. The overall rise
film temperature eventually reaches a steady-state va
which is necessarily dependent upon the finite simulat
size. Larger simulations lead to proportional postponem
of the finite-size steady-state artifact. The temperature dif
ence curve, however, is found to be invariant under simu
tion size, and in fact sets in before the finite simulation s
plays a role. It therefore seems reasonable to decouple q
tions regarding the heat flow in thex–y plane and heat flow
in the orthogonalz direction. The former relates to the ma
nitude of thermal gradients inside the film, and the latter
the final absolute temperature of the film.

Longer simulation times become accessible using the
cell array, and still longer times using the analytical solutio
The 2D, 1D, and analytical approaches are found to su
impose agreeably~Fig. 5!. The early portion of the 1D simu
lation is well described by a curve of the formT5at1/2,
where the prefactora is within 10% of the one calculate
using Eq.~4! and the parameters for glass. The discrepa
in the values fora, observable at longer time scales, can
entirely attributed to the fact that the simulation incorpora
heat loss into the air as well as the glass substrate. UsingAat
as before, one would expect that after milliseconds, the t

FIG. 4. Typical heat-flow simulation result, in this case for a 200 nm a
film on glass substrate, irradiated with 50 mW/cm2 light. The simulation
tracks the temperature of the hottest azo cell~solid line!, the coldest cell
~dotted line!, the average of all the azo cells~dashed line!, and the tempera-
ture difference between the hottest and coldest cells~dot-dashed line!.
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perature profile would reach a steady-state in thez direction.
Accordingly, at still longer simulation times, finite-size e
fects cause the 1D curve to deviate fromT5at1/2 behavior.
The agreement of the three approaches~2D, 1D, analytical!
lends strong credibility to the simulation results. Overall, it
predicted that the film temperature rises ast1/2 indefinitely.
For any realistic macroscopic sample one would eventu
have to extend the analysis to include the finite sample
~in thex andy directions! and convective heat flow above th
sample. These considerations would necessarily limit
achievable steady-state temperature in a thin film irradia
process. The magnitude and scaling indicate, however,
final film temperatures under modest irradiation will not
very large. Specifically, typical inscription conditions involv
irradiating an area approximately 1 cm in size with
mW/cm2, for minutes. According to Eq.~4!, after 5 min of 50
mW/cm2 irradiation, the thin film temperature would hav
risen by;12 K. More realistically, the finite irradiation siz
would be expected to play a role when the temperature p
file in thez direction reaches distances similar to the irrad
tion size. Using Eq.~3!, we predict a substantial~1 K! tem-
perature rise at a distance of 1 cm from the sample afte
min, at which time the film temperature has risen by 5 K. W

o

FIG. 5. Comparison of modeling methods, using a 200 nm film under
mW/cm2 irradiation. ~a! The analytical solution~dashed line! is offset
slightly from the 1D simulation~solid line! due to different assumptions.~b!
The analytical solution~circles!, 1D simulation~squares!, and 2D simulation
~solid line! converge well at short times.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1093J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 120, No. 2, 8 January 2004 Laser-irradiated azo-polymer thin films
expect final film temperatures to be on the order of;5 K
above ambient, which is consistent with the measured t
perature rise in a thin azobenzene polymer film under
mW/cm2 irradiation.22 We performed a further verification
experiment, by irradiating a series of liquid crystal films th
exhibit visible color transitions at different temperatures, a
found that irradiation with 20 mW/cm2 caused a;7 K tem-
perature rise, and irradiation with 50 mW/cm2 caused a;10
K temperature rise. More importantly, the simulations in
cate that any thermal gradient will be very small, stabilizi
at ;531024 K after 2 ms. It is unlikely that such a smal
thermal contrast would lead to any interesting spatial va
tion of material properties. Thermal gradient mechanism
modest irradiation are therefore effectively ruled out by th
results.

A. Effect of film thickness

As film thickness is increased, the fraction of incomi
light that is absorbed increases, which leads to an ove
increase in the film heat energy content. The very bottom
thicker films, however, sees proportionally less irradiance
the thickness is increased, so that the minimum tempera
becomes proportionally lower. The maximum film tempe
ture increases as the film thickness is increased, corresp
ing to trapping of heat at the sample surface, but this ef
eventually saturates to a bulk value~Fig. 6!. The saturation
of the film thickness effect can be fit to, for example, a re
angular hyperbolic function. The entire simulation data s
as a function of timet and thicknessh is well described by an
equation of the form

Tmax~ t,h!5F bh

c1h
1

dh

e1hG t1/2, ~5!

where b through e are fitting parameters, and the term
square brackets is essentially the parametera. Thus, we can

FIG. 6. Scaling of film temperature with film thickness, based on 1D sim
lation and 50 mW/cm2 irradiation. The simulation results~thick lines! are
well described by a four-parameter fit~mesh!. The maximum temperature
achievable saturate to bulk values for films greater than 50mm. The t1/2

dependence is satisfied for all film thickness values.
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set an upper bound on the temperature rise even in a b
like material. This final temperature excess is small even
the thickest films.

B. Effect of laser power

In agreement with the analytical prediction, Eq.~4!, laser
power causes a linear scaling of temperature. Laser irr
ances above 1 W/cm2, known experimentally to photode
grade azo materials, lead to significant temperature ri
From Eq.~3!, irradiation with 1 W/cm2 leads to a 1 Krise at
1 cm from the film in less than 30 s, at which time the fil
temperature has increased by 50 K. High laser power de
ties are known to cause photobleaching by breaking the
bond. It is possible that photo-induced heating above
material’s degradation temperature of 180 °C contributes
sample damage under intense laser light. This predictio
the same order of magnitude as the 15 K temperature
measured in a thin film polymer light-emitting diode~LED!
subjected to 1 W/cm2 of power input.23 The agreement is
more quantitative when one adjusts for the small size~4
mm2! of the LED active area compared to the laser spot si
~;1 cm2! being considered here. These results also ag
with the observed reduction in softening temperature for
azobenzene thin film under 2.4 W/cm2 laser light illumina-
tion, which indirectly suggested a;12 K photoheating
effect.24 It has been observed that using high laser pow
greater than 20 W/cm2, an in-phase SRG is superimpose
upon the out-of-phase SRG obtained under low pow
irradiation.6 The in-phase grating cannot be photoeras
suggesting an irreversible, destructive mechanism. The
tulation that this second SRG results from thermal degra
tion or crosslinking is supported by the present simulatio
which predict substantial temperature rises, well aboveTg

and the degradation temperature~see Fig. 7!.

C. Effect of substrate „thermal conductivity …

Equation ~4! predicts a;200-fold difference in film
temperatures between the case of glass and air substr
owing to the markedly different thermal conductivities a

-

FIG. 7. Predicted 1D simulation scaling of the temperature in a 200 nm w
irradiation power: 50 mW/cm2 ~solid line!, 100 mW/cm2 ~dotted line!, 200
mW/cm2 ~short dashes!, 500 mW/cm2 ~dot-dashed line!, 1000 mW/cm2

~long dashes!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1094 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 120, No. 2, 8 January 2004 K. G. Yager and C. J. Barrett
heat capacities. Simulation results suggest that the abs
temperature rise of the film will be at least one order
magnitude higher when it is suspended over a good insul
such as air. The lateral temperature difference, howeve
not affected by substrate thermal conductivity@Fig. 8~a!#. In
order to experimentally investigate substrate effects, a f
standing polymer film was deposited onto a plastic subst
with holes. The areas of the film on the plastic substr
experience much better thermal conduction~approximately
equal to the glass substrate considered in the simulati!

FIG. 8. ~a! Two-dimensional simulation of temperature excess for irrad
tion ~50 mW/cm2! of a thin film ~200 nm! on a glass substrate vs air sub
strate. The average film temperature for glass substrate~solid line! is much
smaller than for air substrate~dotted line!, whereas the temperature diffe
ence for glass substrates~dashed line! and air substrates~dot-dashed line! is
identical. There is no experimental difference between the SRG obtaine
a plastic substrate~b! vs air substrate~c!.
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than the areas suspended over the holes, which experien
air substrate. The atomic force microscope~AFM! images of
SRG inscription in the two areas are shown in Figs. 8~b! and
8~c!. Despite the significantly different film temperatures
the two regions, the SRG’s are essentially identical. A
photothermal effects at play in surface relief inscription a
too weak to be observed in this experiment. There is mou
ing evidence for a photoinduced material softening
azobenzene thin films,10,24–26but these simulation results in
dicate that it has a negligible thermal component.

D. Pulsed irradiation

A pulsed irradiation was simulated by using a squa
wave light pulse. The photoenergy input was set to
8.33106 W/cm2 for 6 ns, corresponding to 50 mJ/cm2 of
energy. The result can be seen in Fig. 9, where the fi
temperature rises sharply and nearly linearly for the dura
of the pulse. After the pulse, the film cools and redistribu
thermal energy. The hottest cells in the film experience
temperature rise of nearly 6000 K during the pulse, w
beyond the typical damage threshold~;180 °C! for these
materials. In the polymer photoablation literature, tempe
ture increases on the order of 103 K have been reported fo
strongly absorbing samples.27–30 It therefore seems likely
that pulsed experiments on azobenzene polymer thin fi
are generating thermal gradients of sufficient magnitude
order to destroy the sample. This is contrary to the postu
tion that thermal gradients lead to spatial variation of ma
rial properties~such as the permittivity!, and thereby to op-
tical forces.18 The foregoing analysis has, however, n
included many pertinent effects, such as the nonlinear
sorption of the azobenzene chromophores at high laser
intensity, and the temperature dependence of the mat
properties shown in Table I. It should also be noted tha
ablation is occurring, then the film geometry is changi
with time, which the simulation ignores. The simulation ne
ertheless gives an order of magnitude estimate of sam

-

on

FIG. 9. Temperature rise predicted by the 2D simulation for a 6 nslaser
pulse of total energy 50 mJ/cm2. The hottest cell~solid line! reaches nearly
6000 K after 6 ns, whereas the coldest cell~dotted line! reaches its maxi-
mum temperature after the pulse. The average temperature~dashed line! and
temperature difference~dot-dashed line! indicate that extremely high tem
peratures are achieved under pulsed irradiation.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1095J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 120, No. 2, 8 January 2004 Laser-irradiated azo-polymer thin films
heating, and strongly suggests that laser pulses are cau
material ablation that is in no way unique to azobenze
chromophores.

To verify the pulsed irradiation simulation, we solve
analytically for the temperature distribution. Over the cou
of a 6 nspulse, the characteristic distance for heat diffus
is Aat'25 nm. Given this short distance, the pulsed exp
ments can be considered in two parts: an irradiation ph
where diffusion is neglected, and a diffusion phase after
ergy input has ceased. The temperature rise at timet during
the pulse, assuming no diffusion, can be written

T~y,z,t !5
I 0t« ln 10

C F2 sin2S p

L
yD102«~h2z!G , ~6!

whereI 0 is the incident irradiation intensity,« is the material
extinction coefficient,h is the film thickness, andL is the
spacing of the interference pattern~700 nm for the configu-
rations considered here!. The term in square brackets denot
he
io
iff
b

id
u
e
At
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e
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m
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b
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c
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the light distribution pattern inside the film. Using Eq.~6!,
one predicts a;7600 K increase for the hottest point in th
film at the end of the pulse, which is within 20% of the res
shown in Fig. 9. The average temperature can be comp
as

Tavg5E
0

hE
0

L

T~y,z,t !dy dzY E
0

hE
0

L

dy dz

5
I 0t

hC
@12102«h#. ~7!

Using the same parameters as for Fig. 9, this equation
dicts an average film temperature of;1400 K at the end of
the pulse, which is within 2% of the simulation result. Th
heat diffusion phase can be analyzed by decomposing
temperature distribution that results from the laser pulse
a spatial distribution of instantaneous point heat sources31
T~y,z,t !5
Q

8~pat !3/2E
2`

`

dx̄E
2`

`

dȳE
0

h

dz̄expS 2
~x2 x̄!21~y2 ȳ!21~z2 z̄!2

4at D F2 sin2S p
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ȳD102«~h2 z̄!G

5
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expS 2
~y2 ȳ!2

4at D sin2S p
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ȳDdȳE

0
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expS 2
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4at
2« ln 10~h2 z̄! Ddz̄, ~8!
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where the timet now refers to time after the pulse, since t
pulse duration is assumed to be negligibly small. Equat
~8! can subsequently be used as a solution to the heat d
sion law, and the temperature profile during the pulse can
recomputed more rigorously.32

Equation~8! has implicitly assumed thata is the same
everywhere. That is, only a single infinite material is cons
ered. When this equation is compared with a simulation
ing the same assumption~identical thermal properties in th
three regions!, the agreement is very good, at all times.
long times (.1027 s), the simulation and analytic resul
agree to within 2% or better. Neart50 s ~i.e., immediately
after the pulse!, the agreement is between 1% and 15%,
pending on the location inside the film. In addition to furth
validating the simulation procedure presented in this pa
the comparison with analytic results confirms that azo fil
under pulsed irradiation are likely to achieve temperatu
rises of several thousand Kelvin.

IV. CONCLUSION

The thermal model developed here for irradiated t
films is simple and robust, appearing to yield reasona
order-of-magnitude estimates for typical situations. Clea
this technique could be extended to other cases, such as
sideration of thermal effects in light propagation down a n
row fiber-optic, NSOM tip, or slab waveguide. With respe
to the surface relief inscription process unique to azobenz
polymers, these simulations strongly indicate that therm
effects do not play any appreciable role. Specifically,
n
u-
e

-
s-

-
r
r,
s
s

le
y
on-
-
t
ne
al
e

overall temperature change under modest irradiation is
small to lead to a change of material properties or soften
of the sample. The temperature gradient achieved within
sample is on the order of 1024 K, and does not appear t
vary with inscription or geometric conditions. This gradie
cannot lead to an appreciable spatial variation of mate
properties, and certainly does not explain the dependenc
SRG inscription on many variables. Surface relief gratin
formed under markedly different thermal conditions were
sentially identical, further discounting the role of therm
effects. Although there is mounting evidence that azobenz
photoisomerization leads to material softening, it now see
unlikely that there is an appreciable thermal component. T
simulations performed here suggest that pulsed irradia
leads to destructive sample ablation, a well-established p
nomenon in strongly absorbing polymer systems, rather t
to reversible optical mass transport. Thermal effects in sm
systems can depend sensitively on many parameters, b
appears that even simple cellular automata, as prese
here, can capture much of the behavior at a meso scale
reasonable way.
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